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A meeting of the Dighton Water District Commissioners was
held at the District office at 6:00 P.M. Chairman of the Board, Sue
Medeiros said, “I make a motion to open the meeting at 6:05” Clerk
of the Board, Paul Joly said, “Second.” Sue Medeiros said, “All in
favor, ayes have it. Sue Medeiros said, “What I would like to do
going by agenda rates and regulations if you guys didn’t mind I’d
really like to table that its going to take a lot longer I went through it
briefly to day and we should just set up a meeting just for this unless
you guys really want to address this today, or some parts of this
today. Skip around do the Superintendent’s report?” Commissioner,
Paul Pacheco said, “Schedule another one just for that don’t add
nothing to it.” Sue Medeiros said, “Yeah and we really need to
concentrate on that. I’ll step down make a motion table rates and
regulations to a meeting on December 2nd at 6:00 just for rates and
regulations review.” Paul Joly said, “Second.” Sue Medeiros said,
“All in favor, ayes have it.”
Superintendent Report; Marc Owen sent copies of bids to drive the
test wells. Bids were reviewed lowest bid was $29,709.50 to do all
the work. Superintendent, Charles Cestodio said, “Marc wants to get
on the December agenda he’s working on a draft and amended
contract he wanted to see if they could get down for the next

meeting.” Sue Medeiros said, “Fine with me.” Paul Joly said, “No
problem.”
Charles Cestodio said, “Elm St. tank draining do you have any
specific dates, production is down power plant had to refill tank for
fire system about 450,000 gallons.” Paul Pacheco asked, “Why
wouldn’t you just take it off line now?” Charles Cestodio said, “I
have to notify D.E.P. that I’m taking it out of service to clean it and
drain it.” Paul Pacheco said, “Okay.” Paul Joly said, “I did talk to
Tony Roderick they will use some of that water to do a fire muster.”
Charles Cestodio said, “He is trying to get a hold of a guy they have a
training thing.”
Charles Cestodio said, “National Grid came down Monday with a
report I will leave it if somebody wants to take it home and read it.”
Paul Pacheco said, “Bottom line recommendation.” Charles Cestodio
said, “All depends the money it’s going to cost to convert them over
isn’t going to pay for itself. Jack Egan was down he wanted to know
if we have any interest to go out to bid for a two year, three year term
for cheaper rate. If it’s something you’re interested in I ‘ll let him
know.”
Charles Cestodio said, “Aggie School request to blow out sprinklers,
19 zones take a couple of hours sent me a letter relieving District of
any responsibility.” Paul Joly said, “Have to have somebody there
that day.” Charles Cestodio said, “I would have somebody there. Is
that a go?” Sue Medeiros said, “Oh yeah absolutely.” Paul Pacheco
and Paul Joly said, “Yeah.”
Charles Cestodio said, “Cedar #1 and 3 prices to get Cedar St. #1
cleaned while out here #3 done vacuum system out, price from Layne
waiting for Peter Maher to send another one.” Layne’s was reviewed.
Paul Pacheco asked, “How about asking Marc to get a price for us?”
Paul Joly said, “We might get a package deal.” Paul Pacheco said,
“He might be able to negotiate with them.” Sue Medeiros said, “Go
by Marc.” Paul Pacheco said, “Talk to Marc.” Paul Joly said, “See
what he recommends.” Paul Pacheco said, “Get some prices you
want to do this soon right.” Charles Cestodio said, “While production
is down best time to do it.” Paul Pacheco said, “Make a decision at

next meeting 14th.” Sue Medeiros asked, “Is that going to be too late
Chuck?” Charles Cestodio said, “No.”
Paul Pacheco asked, “Anything else Chuck?” Charles Cestodio
said, “I have to get tools for the truck I’ll make up a list put on a sheet
need a lot of service tools small stuff not big money.” Sue Medeiros
said, “Compile list, prices for us for the 14th.”
Charles Cestodio said, “I have a price on sand, to replace the sand in
the lagoon, price is from Kingstown. I want to have Stephen check
the sample.”
Charles Cestodio said, “Hydrant markers $6.00 a piece we need a
dozen.” Paul Pacheco asked, “Why 500 hydrants?” Charles Cestodio
said, “Not all are buried that’s what they decided last year an even
dozen.” Paul Pacheco said, “Markers for when we get a lot of snow
so when we do get a lot of snow we’re going to bury them all so why
don’t we put markers on them all.” Charles Cestodio said, “Money to
buy a few of them if you want to do something like that we probably
ought to get an actual count if you’re going to do the whole town.”
Paul Pacheco said, “Right, right.” Charles Cestodio said, “Ed had
said new subdivisions as soon as approved to make sure they put
them on. Doing the whole Town I’ll get an exact number.” Sue
Medeiros said, “Put it on for the 14th Carol.” Paul Joly said, “Get the
prices.”
Sue Medeiros said, “Office Structure on here table that until we find
out what’s going to happen with that other building. Chuck how’s the
situation here?” Charles Cestodio said, “Its okay now.” Sue
Medeiros said, “We don’t want to spend $2000-$3000 dollars for an
electrician if we’re going to move down there, foolish to let that pass,
foolish we don’t put it out to the people.” Paul Pacheco asked,
“When that going to be?” Sue Medeiros said, “District Meeting, we
heard from Diane Dzuira last form is going to be submitted then
we’re going to be done we’re waiting for Diane to get classification.”
A discussion was held on purchasing the land around the Treatment
Plant to protect the wells.” Paul Pacheco said, “Chuck address a
letter to Selectmen requesting test results on all the locations that
have all those monitor wells in them.” Sue Medeiros said, “Put in the
form of a motion.” Paul Pacheco said, “I make a motion to send a

letter to the Selectmen, Board of Health requesting test results on all
the monitoring wells that are out there because we want the results.
Public information we’re the Water District we ask for it see what
happens we don’t have to explain to them why we want it they should
be able to assume automatically why because we’re protecting our
wells.” Paul Joly said, “Second.” Sue Medeiros said, “All in favor,
ayes have it. Chuck take care of that.”
Sue Medeiros said, “We skipped to Chuck. New Business; you
covered emptying Elm St. Tank, co-ordinate with Tony.”
Sue Medeiros said, “Under Old Business we did National Grid,
Aggie School so what I’d like to do is jump back now to David Gay’s
letter regarding the bid. Paul you had said at this meeting you were
going to try to bring a copy of the one from Somerset.” Paul Pacheco
read Somerset’s ad Sue Medeiros said, “That’s different that’s the
audit with the Treasurer not an ad for accountant that’s different,
that’s the audit.” Discussion was held on Somerset’s ad Paul Pacheco
said, “I just want to go on record that I’m still saying as I said from
the beginning that I believe that we should use CPA we should
advertise a lot get prices.” Sue Medeiros said, “Why don’t we do this
…” Paul Pacheco said, “This whole thing is going to look so ugly at
the end anyways and I’ve told you people right from the beginning
every step of the way it’s not being done right, it’s not being done
right, it’s not being done right. We had a meeting I left because you
guys kept trying to convince me I said do what you gotta do I gave
you my opinion and what happened afterward David Gay sent us a
letter saying you did it all backwards.” Sue Medeiros said, “No he
didn’t.” Treasurer/Clerk, Carol Stevens said, “That’s not what the
letter said.” Sue Medeiros said, “He said it was confusing.” Paul
Joly said, “Only because of the hourly rate that you threw in.” Paul
Pacheco said, “I didn’t throw in hourly rate.” Paul Joly said, “You’re
the one that asked Peter what the hourly rate was.” Sue Medeiros
said, “Peter said we didn’t need a CPA the D.O.R., the Attorney at
D.O.R. said we didn’t need a CPA to do the day to day stuff I totally
agree with you when you do an audit you need a CPA.” Paul Pacheco
asked, “Why are we talking about CPA for day to day operations
anyways?” Sue Medeiros said, “We’re not you’re the one that wants
a CPA for day to day.” Paul Joly said, “You’re the one that wanted a

CPA.” Paul Pacheco asked, “What is David Woods doing for a day
to day operations?” Sue Medeiros said, “He’s not doing anything day
to day.” Paul Pacheco said, “So we’re not talking day to day
operation what I’m talking what we do hire presently you hired David
Woods to do we should have a CPA do it.” Carol Stevens said, “We
are not going to need that.” Sue Medeiros said, “We’re not going to
need it.” Carol Stevens said, “Once he’s done we don’t need him.”
Sue Medeiros said, “Town Accountant at Town Hall is not a CPA and
she’s doing the same thing David Woods is doing.” Paul Pacheco
said, “Charlie don’t leave.” Charlie Roderigues said, “See you later.”
Paul Pacheco said, “Charlie just listen to one thing.” Charlie
Roderigues said, “I listened to two things and I say $45,000 for
you to come up with a CPA you, Swartz and the other one now
you’re talking $6000 except now you want to keep talking about
$45,000 no you’re talking about a CPA.” Paul Pacheco said, “No
Charlie you’re getting it really confused.” Charlie Roderigues said,
“No, I’m not I’ve had it.” Paul Pacheco said, “Charlie let me tell
you how you’re getting confused what we paid $6000 for and what
we paid $45,000 are two entirely different things.” Everyone in the
room started screaming no it was a CPA.” Charlie Roderigues said,
“The same guy did the audit, same guy did the accounting.” Paul
Pacheco said, “We got new computers, whole new computer system,
whole office was revamped in how billing process was.” Sue
Medeiros said, “Paul why was he charging us $500 a month you use
to call me and complain.” Paul Pacheco said, “I’m not saying stay
with Peter Roache I’m saying a CPA.” Paul Joly said, “We’re getting
screwed by another CPA.” Sue Medeiros asked, “Can I make a
recommendation, can I make a recommendation? Paul, Paul, listen to
this let’s go with the ad David Gay worked with the girls. David Gay
has presented something I think it looks good instead of putting just
in the Gazette why don’t we make a recommendation to put it in Fall
River Herald.” Paul Joly said, “That’s enough.” Paul Pacheco said,
“Why is that enough Paul?” Paul Joly asked, “How many did you run
when you ran with Peter?” Paul Pacheco said, “We didn’t put it out
to bid I told you that in a letter before you know something that
sounds really suspicious to me when we had the company sitting over
there from Warwick and Carol you said I wonder how they found out
about it. You thought it was awful suspicious that they found out
about it too.” Paul Joly said, “We did it was the Rhode Island thing

but Peter was the one that called them and told them.” Paul Pacheco
said, “You know something I hoped Peter called a 1000 people and
told them that we went out to because I want as many people to bid
on it I don’t want to say hey why’s that person bidding kinda
suspicious that they’re bidding I want as many people out there to
bid.” Paul Joly said, “Of course, not a problem.” Sue Medeiros said,
“I don’t have a problem with that I told you I like to see somebody
who worked in municipal retired somebody who knows municipal
work best type of person so Carol can we put it out in more
newspapers, put it on line.” Paul Pacheco said, “Charlie I’ll explain
sometime to you.” Charlie Roderigues said, “No I don’t want to
hear it anymore.” Paul Pacheco said, “The $45,000 and $6000 are
totally two different animals.” Charlie Roderigues said, “They sure
are, they sure are.” Paul Pacheco said, “We weren’t talking apples
for apples.” Charlie Roderigues said, “No you certainly weren’t.”
Paul Pacheco said, “No you’re right, you’re right we weren’t, not
even same thing.” Sue Medeiros said, “Paul, Paul, let’s move on do
we agree we go with the work that David Gay did we paid him the
money he’s written up a bid.” Paul Pacheco said, “I’m going to say
this I’m going to go on record like I originally said you guys aren’t
going to change my mind that I believe we should hire a CPA you
guys want to vote against me vote against me but I want it on record
that I believe we should have a CPA and let me just add that when I
told you we weren’t doing it properly through it I do have a letter
from David Gay stating that no it wasn’t done properly it should’ve
had more information.” Carol Stevens said, “That’s not what he
said.” Sue Medeiros said, “Not what he said in his letter I’ve got the
same letter.” Carol Steven said, “I’ve talked to David since and it’s
not what he said.” Paul Pacheco said, “You asked my opinion, that’s
my opinion I’m saying we go for a CPA to do that if you don’t want
to do it you guys have the right to vote I’m just saying I told you
before right along how I felt and I still believe it.” Carol Stevens
asked, “Can I ask you a question?” Paul Pacheco said, “Sure.” Carol
Stevens asked, “Can I ask how this is fair to the taxpayers that we
keep paying the lawyer to tell us what we already know this is almost
the exact same ad that we put in the paper.” Paul Pacheco said, “I
agree with you Carol.” Carol Stevens said, “Right now it’s a mute
point if he’s done, he’s done why we need somebody else, because we
are doing the day to day.” Paul Pacheco said, “I agree with you those

Lawyer’s letters you know something if the other members of the
Board listened to all those e-mails saying we’re not doing this right
we should’ve put more information we wouldn’t of had to have David
Gay tell us they could’ve just listened to me and we wouldn’t of had
to do that.” Sue Medeiros said, “His ad isn’t any different only thing
we should’ve done was tell them that we had the information
available here for them to look at his ad is not much different than the
ad we did.” Paul Pacheco said, “What I said was we need
specification and that’s what you’re going to do now.” Carol Stevens
said, “They are the same exact thing that we had.” Paul Joly said,
“I’d give them a hand out that’s all.” Sue Medeiros said, “We have a
hand out now we didn’t have a hand out before.” Paul Pacheco said,
“I have the e-mails going back and forth telling you guys we need
more information we need specs now what is David Gay saying put in
the ad they can come down here and get specs.” Sue Medeiros said,
“If they want it …” Paul Pacheco said, “You guys said you can’t put
specs together you can’t do this, you can’t do this.” Sue Medeiros
said, “I never said you couldn’t put specs.” Paul Pacheco said, “I’ve
got the e-mails.” Sue Medeiros said, “I said not to put it in the ad you
don’t need it in the ad I didn’t say not to have specs here. I said we
didn’t need it in an ad” Paul Pacheco said, “I’ve got the e-mails.” Sue
Medeiros said, “Good I’d love to see them.” Paul Pacheco said,
“Don’t worry you’ll see them I’ve got them all copied specifically I
said we need to put more information.” Carol Stevens said, “But the
only bid that was messed up if you really, really, look at it is Peter’s
because he did it for the close out he didn’t do what the other two
did.” Paul Pacheco said, “Bottom line at the meeting that you guys
decided to hire David Woods did I say I think you should throw
everything away and we should start from the beginning.” Sue
Medeiros said, “I didn’t think we had to I just thought it was going to
cost the taxpayers more money.” Paul Joly said, “Let’s cut this
discussion we’ve gone over this a hundred times.” Paul Pacheco
asked, “Can I get an answer did I say that at that last Carol do you
have the minutes did I say that before I left you asked my opinion.
What should we do I said we should just throw everything away and
start from the beginning and what are we doing now after we paid our
Attorney to write up letter and write up ad we’re starting from the
beginning again.” Sue Medeiros said, “But we gained exactly what
he believes should be in it, you were saying one thing I was saying

another Paul might’ve had another idea. Point is that I said it was all
against me and hired David Woods and now it’s all coming out and
now our Attorney is saying yeah it should’ve all been thrown away.”
Sue Medeiros said, “Half of the meetings Paul you would just get up
and leave in the middle of it and we didn’t even know what you really
wanted then your e-mails would come there’s not information, not
enough information and you know what I was a firm believer that the
ad was fine the way it was in the paper, should we have put the
specification information was available here yes that was not there.”
Paul Pacheco said, “That’s what I was looking for.” Sue Medeiros
said, “No you wanted it in the ad you wanted all the information in
the ad” Paul Joly said, “You wanted it in the ad that’s why we came
back and said when we had the interviews we would go over the
specs.” Sue Medeiros said, “That’s why we interviewed the people
we interviewed everybody.” Paul Pacheco said, “Let’s put this one to
rest put it down on record I think we should use a CPA.” Sue
Medeiros said, “That’s in the ad preferably a CPA.” Paul Pacheco
said, “No, no, no, not preferably I’m saying in the minutes I want it
on record that I believe it shouldn’t be preferred it should be we’re
getting the bids for a CPA. You guys can vote against and I’m sure
you’re probably going to I just want the Towns people to know when
these minutes go out that I this one Water Commissioner said that and
when everything else blows up and the Towns people are all up in a
uproar that they want that.” Sue Medeiros said, “Paul do you realize,
do you realize, go back I’m looking in the notes when you and Ed,
you guys got Peter Roache there was a ruling that came out from Ed
there was some questions asked by District people and you guys said
that we don’t even have to go to bid it’s for professional services we
can do whatever we want I have that in writing so our ad wasn’t
perfect but at least we put an ad, at least we went out to bid.” Paul
Pacheco said, “Here’s the difference, here’s the difference, here’s the
difference.” Sue Medeiros said, “Difference at least we put
something out legally we did an ad, we did a bid.” Paul Pacheco said,
“I’m going to tell you the difference legally you can hire an
Accounting firm without going out to bid.” Paul Joly said, “We
know that.” Paul Pacheco said, “Okay I agree with that now when
you do go out to bid for something there are proper procedures on
how to go out for bid just can’t make up your own rules there’s State
guidelines for it that’s what I’m talking about if you’re not going out

to bid you don’t have to follow those guidelines.” Sue Medeiros said,
“You guys didn’t follow guidelines and I’ll tell you why, first of all
you didn’t go to bid fine you didn’t have to go to bid, second of all
there was no contract cause you really didn’t know what you were
paying you had all this money one minute it’s $40,000 then it’s
another $6,000 to do a sick time report of something we knew was
already wrong so why spend that money again let me finish
alright….” Paul Pacheco said, “Get back to the phone calls I use to
make to you all the time complaining.” Sue Medeiros said, “I’d say
to you Paul nothing we can do there’ s no contract and you guys
voted on paying this guy this kind of money really without going to a
District Meeting.” Paul Pacheco asked, “Where’d the money come
from Carol?” Carol Stevens said, “District Meeting $10,000.” Paul
Pacheco asked, “Where’d rest of money come from?” Carol Stevens
said, “District Meeting but can I ask you another question.” Paul
Pacheco said, “Sure.” Carol Stevens said, “You signed the warrants
every month but you were totally against him getting $750 a month
for doing absolutely nothing every month how do you explain that to
the taxpayers?” Paul Pacheco said, “I should’ve analyzed every
single one of those because we’re in the meetings warrants come
across…” Sue Medeiros said, “We all make mistakes Paul right
we’re all human but you know what we go forward and fix it we
make every effort fix it. I want to put that ad out put it everywhere at
this point let’s get a lot of people in here we get a CPA that comes in
at a descent amount of money I struggle to pay a CPA $300 an hour
or something like that I struggle with it Paul you get a CPA that can
come in at $60.00 an hour or $100.00 an hour I’ll consider it.” Carol
Stevens said, “You know what I feel bad about for the record, Tina
and I getting comfortable with Sue from David Woods, we’re
working together, getting program straightened out which Peter was
supposed to do and didn’t do but got paid for now you’re going to
pull the rug out from us that’s not fair to us either.” How is that fair
now to go to somebody new. I know what you’re saying but if we
have to work day to day with somebody and we don’t get charged to
pick up the phone to call how do you justify that we call Peter we get
charged $245.” Paul Pacheco said, “There’s no justification for that.”
Carol Stevens said, “But you understood you told us you understood.”
Paul Pacheco said, “There’s no justification I understand what you’re
going through to have somebody else come in.” Carol Stevens said,

“When Peter was here we wouldn’t pick up the phone because you
were against it you told us you didn’t want us paying it so we
couldn’t pick up the phone we were doing it on our own.” Paul
Pacheco said, “That’s right let me finish I agree with you it’s not fair
you’re working with Sue everything’s going good to change it all of a
sudden now but what isn’t fair is the way it all happened I told them
that right from the beginning and now we’ve got our Lawyer saying
we’ve got to do it over.” Carol Stevens said, “He’s only saying we
have to do it over because you told him we did it wrong and we
didn’t.” Paul Pacheco said, “I didn’t tell him we did it wrong.” Carol
Stevens said, “Like I just said Peter’s bid and if you look at all three
Peter’s is the only one that’s wrong because we asked him to closeout
our books and he wouldn’t do it and you saw that e-mail.” Paul
Pacheco said, “I did not tell David Gay that they did it wrong David
Gay is a Lawyer he came up with his own opinion.” Sue Medeiros
said, “No sir you called David Gay, you called me and said you were
calling David Gay and I said I’m calling him too. You called him
before I did.” Paul Joly said, “You called him and you told him.”
Carol Stevens said, “He said he only gave that opinion because of
you.” Sue Medeiros said, “I told you I’m calling David Gay
tomorrow morning I’ll call you and let you know what David said,
when I picked up the phone to call David you had already called
him.” Carol Stevens said, “If this goes to the public how are you
going to look it’s not going to be all of us that are going to look bad
you’re the one that is questioning and you’re the one that questioned
Peter and now you’re sticking up for the CPA how do you justify that
to a taxpayer. Say your neighbor comes to you and says Paul how do
you justify $245 vs. nothing for a phone call, I am just asking.” Paul
Pacheco said, “Listen a CPA vs. Peter.” Carol Stevens said, “I have
no problem with a CPA doing an audit you are absolutely right.”
Paul Pacheco said, “I’m just saying a CPA vs. Peter I’m not justifying
Peter what I’m saying is I think we should have a CPA.” Carol
Stevens said, “But what you did no matter what you say it was wrong
because he did the audit and then he did exactly what you guys said
David was doing.” Sue Medeiros said, “You had Peter Roache do the
audit totally illegal then paid him monthly to do the day to day work
and accounting work totally illegal.” Carol Stevens said, “If this gets
out to the public like you’re saying, it’s not going to be the people in
here right now that are going to look bad.” Paul Joly said, “He’s a

CPA he should know he can’t do the day to day and do an audit.”
Karen O’Connor asked, “Why did he do it, why did the Board allow
it?” Sue Medeiros said, “I don’t know because Ed, Paul and Kenny
hired him I guess.” Carol Steven said, “No Kenny had nothing to do
with it, Kenny wanted nothing to do with it.” Paul Pacheco said, “Let
me say this anything that I’ve done I’m not ashamed of I’m an open
book whatever’s happened under me being here anything that I’ve
signed I won’t deny any of it.” Carol Stevens said, “You came to
Tina and I you had us question his bills.” Paul Pacheco said, “Right.”
Carol Stevens said, “You didn’t want to pay the $245 either.” Paul
Pacheco said, “Right and I was calling Sue about it too.” Sue
Medeiros said, “Nothing I could do about it.” Paul Pacheco said,
“That’s what you said nothing you could do, know what you could’ve
done, Paul you’re right…” Sue Medeiros said, “Oh no, but I did say
that, let’s bring it up at the meeting I said, but do you have a binder
with this guy do you have a contract with this guy.” Paul Pacheco
said, “No, no, no, we don’t so we could’ve just made a motion and
killed it right there but you didn’t, you didn’t side with me on it.”
Sue Medeiros said, “Side with you right before the election time I
didn’t know nothing about it.” Paul Pacheco said, “It was when you
first came in.” Sue Medeiros said, “It was not when I first came in
this was over a year.” Paul Pacheco said, “He was here, was I
bitching all year.” Sue Medeiros said, “No, you started calling me
you called me a couple of times and I said to you listen I don’t want
to discuss it.” Paul Pacheco said, “Listen, listen, let’s get something
productive done because like I said I don’t care mistakes I made I
signed warrants I’m not going to deny it.” Paul Joly said “Move on,
move on.” Sue Medeiros said, “Move on here we’ve got a new bid,
new one written up, we’ve all read it, we’ve got specs I want to make
a motion to get it in as many places as we can.” Karen O’Connor
said, “I’d like to post it on dighton.com.” Paul Pacheco said, “Still
wanted to go on record that I wanted to say…” Sue Medeiros said,
“Yes we’ve got it on record, we’ve got it on record you want a CPA.”
Paul Pacheco said, “You say as many places as possible….” Sue
Medeiros said, “I want more than one newspaper, Taunton Gazette,
Fall River Herald, Spectator, Central Register Carol your input and
Tina’s will be very important that’s what they do for us at Town Hall
we’re the ones working with the people so it’s important. What do
we want to set for a deadline?” Paul Pacheco said, “Bids by

January.” Karen O’Connor said, “Monster.com.” Paul Pacheco said,
“Let’s put it on monster.com.” Sue Medeiros said, “Tenth 12 o’clock,
January 11th put on agenda to open bids that date.” Paul Joly said,
“Motion bids to go out in by tenth of January open January 11th.” Sue
Medeiros said, “Call Matt have him e-mail specs so you can have it in
pdf form so if anybody wants it you can send it.” Paul Joly said, “It’s
got to be in by the tenth open up on the 11th meeting.” Paul Pacheco
asked, “So is motion about the date of when that’s going to be or is it
about ad going into the newspaper.” Sue Medeiros said, “Both. I’ll
step-down make a motion to submit it to local newspapers,
monster.com, dighton.com, craigslist for ad for accountant position,
deadline bids January 10th 2011 open at Water District meeting of
January 11th, 2011.” Paul Joly said, “Second all in favor.” Sue
Medeiros said, “If any Commissioner thinks of another place within
the next couple of weeks that you’d like to put it out there Carol I
know you’re really busy you guys are busy the more out there the
better. I will check with Nancy Goulart MMA she knows she goes to
all the meetings. So we’re good on that get that rolling start off New
Year clean, fresh get this done.”
Sue Medeiros said, “National grid, done right Chuck.” Charles
Cestodio said, “Yes.”
Sue Medeiros said, “Trees, falls under you Chuck.” Charles
Cestodio said, “We talked about that last time.” Sue Medeiros said,
“Right we decided to go with the lowest bidder.” Charles Cestodio,
“Thompson Tree. Where do you want to put them?” Paul Pacheco
asked, “How much wood do you think we’re talking how many
cords?” Sue Medeiros asked, “How many cords?” Paul Pacheco
said, “I’d like to see wood up here more secure up here.” Charles
Cestodio asked, “Up here where I don’t have room to stockpile wood
inside this fenced area. I was thinking Cedar St. it’s gated.” A
discussion on where to store the wood was held. Sue Medeiros said,
“Motion to table until the trees are down.” Paul Joly said, “Second.”
Paul Pacheco said, “Agenda for December 14th.”
Sue Medeiros said, “Signs.” A discussion on the sign materials and
sizes was held. A discussion on a Logo for Dighton Water District
was held. Paul Pacheco said, “Back to logo not an official logo.”

Paul Joly said, “I’ll go up to Hart St. and to the High School check
with the art department. Is there a copy of the logo here?”
Sue Medeiros said, “We’ll talk about Christmas at the next
meeting.”
Sue Medeiros said, “Announcements. Do we have any
announcements?” Charles Cestodio said, “Grant money we’re
supposed to be getting it in a couple of weeks from the State working
with John we submitted it to D.E.P. about $7500.”
Warrants and minutes were approved.
Sue Medeiros said, “I’m going to step down make a motion to
adjourn at 8:15.” Paul Joly said, “Second.” Sue Medeiros said, “All
in favor, ayes have it.”

Respectfully Submitted,
Carol A. Stevens
District Clerk
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